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Introduction
large-scale heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) is generally well described by the Parker 29 spiral. 135 • /315 • for outward/inward polarity HMF [e.g., Borovsky, 2010] . The helio-30 spheric current sheet (HCS) separates sectors of inward and outward magnetic flux and 31 projects back to a coronal source-surface as a neutral line marking the heliomagnetic 32 equator. Crossings of the near-Earth HCS can be identified by rapid changes in the HMF 33 direction from 135 • to 315 • , or vice versa. This is shown schematically in Figure 1a . 34 HMF connectivity to the Sun can usually be inferred by suprathermal electron (STE) 35 observations. Open HMF, which has one end connected to the Sun, exhibits an adiabti-36 cally focussed STE beam, or "strahl," that originates in the solar corona [Feldman et al., 37 1975; Rosenbauer et al., 1977] . Thus outward (inward) magnetic sectors should contain a 38 strahl which is parallel (antiparallel) to the HMF, as shown in Figure 1a . , when both par-39 allel and antiparallel strahls are present, reveal "closed" HMF, with both ends of the field 40 line connected to the Sun (times 2 and 3 in Figure 1b ). They are strongly associated with 41 interplanetary coronal mass ejections [Gosling et al., 1987; Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 42 2006], which in turn are frequently encountered at magnetic sector boundaries [Crooker 43 et al., 1998, see also Figure 1b ].
44
There also exist periods with a single strahl in the opposite sense to that expected from 45 the magnetic field direction [Kahler and Lin, 1994, 1995; Kahler et al., 1996; Crooker 46 et al., 1996; Crooker et al., 2004b] , as shown in Figures 1c-e. These intervals imply that the magnetic field is folded back upon itself, or inverted. Inverted HMF intervals can be 48 bounded by a change in the magnetic field direction with no change in the strahl direction Section 2. For this particular Carrington rotation, there is agreement between the magnetic polarity predicted by the PFSS model and that observed near-Earth. Green crosses 114 show the coronal source-surface locations of observed HMF inversions at the heliographic 115 latitude of Earth.
116
The two intervals of inverted HMF at Carrington longitude of . The remaining HMF 117 inversions are also associated with a change in magnetic connectivity, with the photo-118 spheric foot points along Earth orbit shifting between different coronal holes, but without 119 an associated change in foot point polarity, indicative of pseudostreamers. These HMF 120 inversions are thus associated with pseudostreamers rather than bipolar streamers. 121 define a parameter dS, the distance between photospheric foot points of neighbouring 122 points on the source surface. In practice, the magnitude of dS will depend on the spatial 123 resolution at which field lines are traced, making units somewhat arbitrary. In this study, , but connect to the bipolar streamer belt to form a network of slow solar wind sources 142 that expands to cover the source surface during solar maximum. As is the case for bipolar 143 streamers, HMF inversions are not associated with all pseudostreamers; however, Figure   144 4 demonstrates that streamer-associated inverted HMF is likely to be common at all 145 latitudes near solar maximum. 
Statistical analysis
In order to systematically analyse the entire 1998-2011 interval, and define strict thresh-147 olds for association between inverted HMF and streamers. We begin by including only , 1999; Zhao and Webb, 2003; Liu and Hayashi , 2006 ].
209
In addition, similar levels of association between inverted HMF with bipolar and pseu-210 dostreamers, despite the differing magnetic topologies, suggest that the reconnection rate 211 is externally controlled. One possibility is the stress between the differential rotation of interval Table 2 . Solar origins of the inverted HMF intervals. Also shown is the probability that a random solar wind interval would be associated with the given type of streamer, i.e., the percentage of ecliptic longitudes which are associated with different coronal structures. 
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